The Elmont Library’s new *Get Your Game On Collection* currently consists of over 50 new, popular, and classic board games and outdoor games. Each game circulates for three days, and patrons can check out up to three games at a time.

**Paddle Battle**
Battle it out with your opponent to be the master of the net!

**Parachute**
Exercise, play games, and build teamwork with this 9’ toy parachute!

**Scavenger Hunt**
Use these cards and see who can scavenge the most items around!

**Superhero Flarts**
A Marvel superhero themed version of the toss-across game Flarts (foam darts).

**Pop and Catch**
Catch the ball, pop it out, and pass it to the next person!

**Ring Toss**
How many rings can you get on the score posts?

**Yard Pong**
An outdoor, bucket-sized variant of cup pong.

**Twister**
The classic party game that ties you up on knots!
Bowling
How many strikes can you get in a row?

Bullseye Bounce
An exciting new version of the classic Cornhole game!

Capture the Flag
Be the first team to steal the opponent’s flag!

Endzone Challenge
Take this fun toss game with you to ensure a fun time is had by all!

Giant Checkers
An oversized version of the classic board game.

Giant Connect 4
Be the first to get four in a row in this giant version of the classic game.

Giant Dominoes
A super-sized version of the classic tile matching game.

Giant Jenga
Don’t let this jumbo tower come crashing down!

Giant Tic-Tac-Toe
Outwit your opponent and be the first to get three in a row.

Giant Connect 4
Be the first to get rid of all your cards—but don’t forget to call “Uno!”

Giant Uno
Be the first to get rid of all your cards—but don’t forget to call “Uno!”

Giant Yahtzee
The classic shake and score dice game—only bigger!

Giant Jenga
Don’t let this jumbo tower come crashing down!

Giant Yahtzee
The classic shake and score dice game—only bigger!

Golf Pool
Have you ever played a game of pool with golf clubs? Now’s your chance!

Ladder Toss
Score points by throwing rubber bolas onto the rungs of the ladder.

Lawn Darts
Try to make a bullseye with these weighted lawn darts.

Lawn Darts
Try to make a bullseye with these weighted lawn darts.

Limbo
Jack be nimble, Jack be quick—Jack go under the Limbo stick!

Limb